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CHALLENGE
How can a company measure the impact of
price changes on the sales of all product lines?
In a competitive, price-sensitive market, the best way to drive increased sales and
increase market share is o!en to reduce prices.
Our client conducted an experiment to analyze the impact of reducing the price of
a product line on the sales of that product line. However, sales of individual items
o!en have complex relationships: the sale of one item can directly (or indirectly)
lead to the sale of another.
Understanding the relationships between sales of diﬀerent items and product
lines can reveal the true impact of price reductions.
Our client needed to know which items are frequently purchased together (a
“market basket”) to measure the true increase in sales that are driven by price
reductions.

APPROACH
Collaboration and iteration
The Axis Data Science Team worked closely with the client’s pricing subject matter
experts and business leaders to identify specific items and product lines which could
drive the most value.
Using the client’s data, Axis performed several market basket analyses across SKUs,
product lines, and customer types; a!er each analysis, the Axis team reviewed their
findings with the business and used their feedback to drill down into even more
granular, actionable analysis.
A!er creating reports on existing pricing strategies, the Axis team created a
dashboard that permitted business users to review market basket analysis
themselves, allowing them to plan more intelligent, targeted pricing and A/B testing.

PERSONA
Director of Pricing
Business Goals:
1. Assess impact of pricing experiment by understanding impact on sales of all SKUs
2. Identify frequently-purchased combinations of items which may be bundled to increase sales
3. Identify diﬀerences in item combinations across distinct customer types
Loss Prevention Investigator

SOLUTION
A visual dashboard and Excel data allowing the business to analyze and explore sales
relationships in the current pricing experiment and plan future experiments

Market Basket Analysis

A spreadsheet presents statistics for items purchased together (a “basket”),
enabling the business to assess whether targeted price reductions increased sales.
For example, here we can see here that 98.75% of the time that Item TFE was
purchased, ZLV was also purchased.

Cluster View
Here we show the clusters of
frequently-purchased item groups
and the directional relationships
between them. Users can filter
clusters and drill down to easily
uncover common patterns.
For example, selecting item CJP20
reveals products frequently bought
with it; since XID67 is purchased
35% of the time that CJP20 is
purchased, lowering the price of
CJP20 may drive sales of XID67.

Transaction View
The Transaction View ties the
calculated clusters back to the
original invoices, allowing detailed,
ad hoc analysis of customer
purchasing patterns.
Filtering by customer type allows
for even finer-grained analysis. By
understanding the individual
transactions that contribute to the
clusters, the business can
proactively identify consumer
needs and plan future promotions
to maximize revenue.
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